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Important Note to Bidders:
Only the items referenced in this addendum shall be revised. All other provisions, requirements, and terms and conditions of the Invitation to Bid #ESD112-LE-18B and its related Contract shall remain the same.

Instructions to Bidders:
Bidders shall sign, date and submit the form on this page with the rest of your company’s bid materials. Insert all signed addenda pages, in sequential order, behind Tab #2 in your three-ring binder. (Please insert only page 1 from each addendum into the three-ring binder; do not include subsequent pages.)
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Page 1
In reference to the ITB – Page 25 – Glossary of Terms section.

Definition of Support Products on page 28 shall read:

- **Support and Bidders Choice Products**: Catalog category described in the Scope of Work. Support Products support, enhance, improve or extend the use of a product previously submitted on the bid form. Bidders Choice Products are primary stand-alone solutions within the product lines requested in the catalog category bid forms.

Bunny Stevens, Project Coordinator, Purchasing Business and Financial Management
E-Mail: Bunny.Stevens@esd112.org